**BORDERS: MIGRATION NORTH AND SOUTH**

This exhibition with photographs by Bill McDowell will open on Thursday, October 19 from 4-6 p.m. at the Plattsburgh State Art Museum. The exhibition will run until March 8, 2024.

**ONGOING ABSTRACTION**

September 12–29, 2023

An exhibition in the Colburn Gallery featuring works by NYC-Based artists:  
- Stacy Fisher  
- Andrew Kuo  
- Meg Lipke  
- Rachel Eulena Williams  
- Sun You

Curated by Steve Budington, associate professor of painting and drawing.

**CALL SHORE**

THE SOUND OF COMMUNITY

Pianist Tom Cleary asks: can we hear the sound of community in music attributed to one or two composers? September 30th concert features music by Vermonters Ellen Powell, Patricia Julien, James Harvey, and Bruce Sklar. Tickets $25 at thephoenixvt.com

THE MIGRANT BODY

This short film examining human migration was screened at UVM on Friday, September 15th. Deriving from Paula Higa’s personal experience as a dual citizen of Brazil and the United States, Higa researched various motives for individual displacement. The Migrant Body proposes that we can learn from other people and other cultures and gain a deeper understanding of what it means to be human, questioning who is not a migrant in this world.

CREATIVE WORK

The Program in Art & Art History and the Mollie Ruprecht Fund for the Visual Arts present

JUNIPER ARTS

“Wall Power: Creating a Sense of Belonging Through Mural Art”
Oct. 25, 6-7:15 pm, Williams Hall 301

Juniper Creative Arts is a Vermont-based Black and Dominican family collective of nationally recognized muralists, facilitators, photographers, and more. Their work and vibe is inspired by their cultural and spiritual lineages, urban art, Hip-Hop culture, the mystical, plant spirits, and the natural world.
Sonia Lund, Fleming Museum Director, and Jenn Karson, UVM Art +AI Research Group Director, participated in UVM's first RISE (Research, Innovation, Sustainability, and Entrepreneurship) Summit in June. Both were on the panel "Why are Culture AND Creativity Powerful Assets for a Vibrant Economy?" and spoke to the value of art institutions and innovation within the arts. Learn more about the summit here: Press Release; Afterward Reporting.

Dr. Andrea Maas will present her original research "Eclectic Ensembles in Music Teacher Preparation" at the national Society for Music Teacher Education biennial conference in Salt Lake City, Utah in October.

Following a month-long residency, Tina Escaja’s work was featured at an art exhibition at Fontecchio International Airport, Palazzo Galli, in Abruzzo, Italy. August 19th, 2023

The Lane Series brings exciting musicians to campus, including the prestigious Dover String Quartet (Sep 29th), West African kora player Ablaye Cissoko with accordionist Cyrille Brotto (Oct 6th), twin pianists Christina and Michelle Naughton (Oct 13th), and the exceptional trio Theremin Noir (pictured; Oct 20th). Tickets online

October’s music faculty recitals:
- Sunday, Oct 8th: Paul Orgel, piano
- Saturday, Oct 21st: Champlain Trio (pictured), “Fall Fantasy”
- Sunday, Oct 29th: Steve Klimowski (clarinet) with Peter Matthews (guitar)